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Indirizzo Jam Nama Glass Trading Co. 
3th Floor, No.21,  
3th Narenjestan Alley,  
North Pasdaran Ave, Farmanieh Sq.,  
Tehran

Nazione Iran, Repubblica Islamica

PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
1 Exclusive representative of Emirates Glass Co. in Iran

Supply all kind of reflective glass with various colors and special coating for controlling energy consume and lighting reflection.
Provide and supply all kind of Double Glazing glass, Laminating glass, Safety glass in any special conditions and best quality under
international standards also can supply laminated / safety / double glazing glass even up to size 6mx4m which are using in most high towers in
many countries specially Dubai.

2 Exclusive representative of Glaverbel (Belgium) Decorative Glass in Iran

Supply various kind of Colors Decoration Glass in 37 colors by Lacobel business name from 3mm up to 12mm with the following benefits:
Whether painted in subtle or vivid colors, it enhances the room, plays with light and creates new vistas.
Lacobel is a favorite with the furniture industry for use in tables and sliding doors. It offers many different aesthetic solutions for interior design,
including commercial use in the office, restaurants, shops and for residential use in kitchens, bathrooms and living rooms.
The created side of Lacoble glass should always be placed against the supporting structure so that it is protected from damage and so that the
color and appearance of the glass are protected.
This kind of the glass is very easy to assembly with lowest time.
Lacobel glass also comes in a special “safety” version with polypropylene film that is applied to the coated side of the glass.This film serves the
glass from break, scratches and moisture.
Produce and supply all kind of acid etched matt glass with special colors 3mm up to 20mm.

3 Glass factory with advanced CNC machineries with the following facilities:

Cutting with automatic tables.
Most advanced CNC machinery for cutting inside the glass and high thickness, engraving, beveling, grinding and polishing.

4 Supply all kind of Belgium Reflective glass for facade in double glazing and laminating with International standards.  
 

Company Profile of Jam Nama Glass Trading Co.

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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